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Characterisation of “Pain” Modules
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Mathematical Modelling
The consortium includes molecular scientists,
cell biologists, electrophysiologists, behavioural
scientists, clinicians as well as mathematicians.
Accordingly a wide variety of data qualities will
have to be combined. The modelling of the data
has therefore to be versatile as well as intuitively
accessible for all coworkers. Thus, we use the
easily visualizable approach of Petri Nets.
Classicle transition nets as well as stochasticle
and continous nets will be applied for qualitative
and quantitative analysis of the signaling
networks. Painful stimuli activated neurons are
not homogenous. Instead, multiple subgroups
of neurons can be differentiated. Thus, tools will
be constructed for subgroup specific data
analysis. As the modelling should serve as base
for wet lab hypothesis building and
experimental design, further tools allowing
temporary partial network “knock out” and/or
disturbances will be developed.

Cellular/Molecular Data Aquisition
Knowledge about intracellular signalling
underlying sensitization of painful- stimuliactivated neurons is still only starting to
emerge. One aspect, which has hampered

Validation on Animal Models and
Humans
Pain modules identified through cellular as well
as modelling approaches will be tested in
vertebrates. Animal behaviorural studies as well
as electrophysiological studies for example on
nerve skin preparations will be performed to
validate the cellular results. These studies will
be then extended to suitable
human
experimental/clinical conditions. For the latter a
powerful quantitative standardized sensory
testing tool developed by the BMBF financed
“Deutsche Forschungsverbund neuropathischer
Schmerz (DFNS)” is available.

Overal Aims
1) Definition of peripheral nociceptive
signalling modules
2) Mechanism based differentiation
between pain states
3) Guide for mechanism based therapy of
current therapeutics
4) Initiation of development of novel
therapeutics

